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Differences exist in the quality of education and in the many 
elements in and surrounding the educational experiences of elementary 
school pupils. Difficulties are encountered in determining the criterion 
of quality and in developing the technique for measuring the quality 
according to that criterion. The determination of all of the elements 
in and surrounding the educational experiences of elementary school 
pupils is an endless task. Even after certain elements for study are 
selected, then difficulties arise in collecting and interpreting informa-
tion about the differences in quality of education associated with 
qualitative variations in and surrounding educational experiences of 
elementary school pupils. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
"When is a school a good school? " and 11What makes a school a good 
school?" are two questions which intrigued the writer vs imagination and 
gave direction to the current, study" These two questions stemmed from 
the writer 0 s interest in the responsibility of educational leadership 
in pr oviding a better education for boys and girlso 
Differences seemed to exist in elementary sohoolso Di fferences 
seemed to appear in both the quail ty of education and t he quantity of 
certain elements in and surrounding the elementary schoolso If these 
differences were associated ~ then a study of these differences might 
provide a key f or educational leadership i n i mproving t he qual.ity of 
educationo Would a study reveal any association between differences in 
the quality of education and the quantity of elements in and surroundi ng 
the elementary schools? 
Stat ement of the Problem 
Authorities have r ecognized a number of different elements in and 
surrowxii ng the educational experiences of children in the elementary 
schoolso The current study attempted to go beyond the point of identi-
fying these elements . It sought to find the differences in the quality 
of education associated with variations in the quantity of certain 
elements in the elementary schools of one American city. The specific 
problem of investigation was: "Are there differences in the quality of 
education associated with variations in certain specific elements in or 
surrounding educational experiences of elementary school pupils?" 
Definitions 
The quality of education in elementary schools is closely related 
to the educational outcomes. Educational outcomes are closely associ-
ated with the rate of occurrence of good and outstanding educational 
experiences in the life of each pupil . The rate of occurrence of good 
and out standing educational experiences is dependent upon the rate of 
occurrence of good and outstanding teaching practices occurring in a 
school. Hence, educational outcomes, good and outstanding educational 
experience, and the rate of occurrence of good and outstanding teaching 
practices were terms used to reflect the quality of education. The 
quality of education used in the present study has been described in 
Chapter III. 
The term 11quanti tati ve variations in the elements" was used to 
mean the differences in the number, amount~ score, or the size of 
certain characteristics or factors such as the years of age, years of 
experience, amount of salary of the school's principal and teachers, 
the intelligence quotient, number of free lunches, number of changes in 
enrollment for the school's pupils » the size of the school site, the 
distance of the schools from the service center, and the number of 
library books. The elements have been discussed and listed in Chapter II. 
The Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the current study was to provide evidence of the dif-
ference in the quality of education associated with quantitative vari-
ations in the elements in or surrounding school experiences of elementary 
school childreno In addition, the writer intended t hat this evidence 
be presented in such a wey- that it would be helpful to educators and 
other persons interested in making more rapid adjustments in providing 
a better quality of education in elementary s~hoolso 
Three questions were inherent in the problemo They were: 
1. Is there a significant difference in the variations of the 
quantity of each element? 
2. What i s the dire~tion of the differentGe? 
3o What might the differenora with its direotion mean? 
Justification of~not merely the aasumption of--the need f or the 
study was desirable. Justification was based on grounds that the study 
anal.yll!es information that has not been analy21ed previously~ a.nd that 
there was some sooial neGessi ty f cor the additional informa.tiono 
Authori tiea have identified erome of the ma.n;y diffe:irent faoto;p;,a 
related to the quality of' etitWation. Bn~kne:r desorlbed f'aotora whi~h 
1 interfere with optimum growth. Ross SUD1111ari1.ad the areas of research 
dealing w1 th adapt ability. 2 Yet 9 there semed to be gape appearing in 
the information l!."egarding the quanti tatiwe elements in and surrounding 
the educational experien~ss of elementS.Ty ~@hool ohildreno 
After reviewing the ll terature concerning adaptability 9 ~ss 
recognized gaps remaining in the information and the social ne@eiaieity 
1teo Jo Brueckner~ "Diagnosis in Teaohing," Encyclopedia of ~~ 
tional Researcih (New York 9 1950), Po 315. 
2»onald Ho Rosa et alo, Administlc'ation .!'.2!, !,gaptability (New Y~,;.~k , 
1951), Vols. I , 'II, III and Suppl ement, pp. 1=828. 
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for additional study: 11Six areas of research and application of the 
.result s of existing r esearch pertinent to administration of schools for 
adaptabi lit y cry out for att entionon3 
Sanford and Trump stat ed that factors related to t eaching sucicess 
are not definitely known: 
4 
A valid and reliable criterion of teaching success has not been f ound, 
the factors condt tioning success in t eaching are not def:ini tely known, 
and a satisfactory technique of investigation for applying the criterion 
and the fact ors has not been formulated.4 
In writ ing about the supervisory program, Barr made the fol l owing 
statement : 
We need to determi ne not only the general. effecitiveness of the program, 
but the effeGtiveness of important components9 such as teaching personnel , 
the curriculum /) the sociophysical setti)lg for learning, and other matt e.rs 
limiting and facili t at.i ng pupil growth o '·· 
It seemed reasonable that the variations in the quail ty of education 
and quantitative elements in the elementary schools of one AmeriGan oi t y 
were similar to other American oitieso If this universality was not a 
reasonable assumption" then there was even greater reason for adding to 
the reservoir of information about quantitative elements associated with 
qualitative outcomes in education in specific sohool systems. 
The White House Conference on Education held in November j 1955, 
r ecognized the desire of the people as well as the social necessity 
for i mproving the quality of education in the public sohools of the 
Unit ed St ateso The impact ~f the quality of education upon twenty 
) 
Ibi d. , Volo III, p. 350. 
4charles W. Sanford and Jo Lloyd Trump, "Teacher Education - IVo 
Preservice Selection," En~clopedia of Educational Research (New York, 
1950), p . 1394. 
5A. So Barrj "Supe:rv.ision, 11 Encyclopedia of Educational Research 
(New Yor k, 1950), p. 1373. 
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million youngsters in the public elementary schools of the United St ates 
cannot be minimizedo 
The justi.ficat.ion of the need for this study rested upon two baseso 
First,, there was a gap in the information regarding the quantitative 
elements in and surrou.nding the education experiences associa tad with the 
quality of educationo Seoond.9 there was some social necessitiY to 
i mprove the quality of education in elementary schoolso 
~ Prooedure 
The problem i nvolved the following stepso First ~ three levels of 
qualit y of education were identified and certain elementary schools in 
one American city were placed in one of three group categorieso Next, 
information regarding Gertain elements which appeared in or sur.rouriding 
the schools was reoordedo Then.I) certain specific elements of the two 
groups of schools were canpared to de·term.ne whether or not the dif-
ferences were cha.rwe differenceso 
In comparing the schools 9 hypotheses were stated about the elements 
in four major areaso The specific statements of the hypotheses are 
shown below: 
lo Elements in the background (age~ salary.? and experience) of the 
school 0s principal are significantly related to the quality of 
education in that elementary S!Clhool o 
2o Element s in the background (age» sala.ry:1 marital status, 
experience 9 degree ., @ertifioate 9 visits to pupils 0 homes.9 and 
supervisor visits) of the elementary school 0s teachers are 
significantly related to the quality of education in that 
elementary sohoolo 
.3 o Elements in the background ( ecooomic status,, :intelligence 
quotient, and mobility) of the pupils in certa.in s@hools are 
significantly related to the quality of education in those 
elemental"Y sehoolso 
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4o Elements in the physical setting of an elementary school (acres 
in site.I> distance from service center, temporary classrooms per 
teacher, library books per pupil,, average class sizej) membership 
of school.I> and P. To A. membership) a.re significantly related 
to the qualit;y (Of eduoatio:n i.n. that elementary schoolo 
The prooedure, a quality of education, the quantitative elements, 
and a summary and implications ~f this study have been discussed in the 
followi:ng ohapterso In Chapter II,, the pr©cied.'l.lll"e has been presented. 
The procedure involved the selection of the populati©Jn, the selection of 
the elements,, the determination of a quality @f education, the classifi-
eation o:f schools 9 and a description of the statistical method.so The 
quality of education used in the ~ent study h~s been described in 
Chapter III. The data regaroing the quantitative elements have been 
presented and ana.ly!'Zied in Chapter IV o The .fun@tion of the last Ghapter 




The value of any study is dependent not only upon the need for 
certain information~ but, also, the procedure used in obtaining and 
analyzing the informationo In this chapter~ the procedure used to 
arrive at certain conclusions has been desc~ibedo Brieflyy the procedure 
involved the selection of the population, the selection of elements, the 
determination of a quality of education, the classification of schools, 
and the description of statistical methods for analyzing quantitative 
variations in light of qualitative differences at the extremeso 
The Population 
The elementary schools of one American city were the population of 
the current studyo There were forty=seven elementary schools in the 
systemo These schools were organized from kindergarten through grade 
sixo Four of these schools less than one year old and three separate 
schools were wi thd:rawn from the listo Hence~ only forty schools were 
in the sample. 
The Elements 
The question °What makes a school a good school ? 11 intrigued the 
writer 1s imagination and gave direction to the studyo An investigation 
of professional literature yielded several elements which appeared to 
influence the quality of education in elementary schoolso Professional 
7 
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associates suggested some. Experiences of the writer indicated others. 
The pursuit, itself, developed insights about moreo Finally 9 about 
sixty elements were listedo Information was sought regarding the validity 
and availability of the quantitative datao In several instanceso elements 
were discarded because there was little 1 if any, valid information avail-
able and the time allotted for the study did not permit the acquisition 
of additional datao Substantial quantitative figures which seemed to 
possess face validity were available for twenty=six of the sixty elementso 
A decision was then made to study the elements which seemed to have been 
present in or surrounding the elementary schools. Finally 9 the following 
elements were studied: 




3. Total experien©e 
4o Teaching and administrative experience in the system 




3. Total teaching experience 
4. Experience in the system 
5o Education 
60 Certificate 
7. Marital status 
80 Teachers 8 visits to pupils 8 homes per teacher 
9. Super-llisors' visits to the schools per teacher 
Cl., Pupils 
lo Free lunches per ©hild 
2. Intelligence quotient (third grade) 
3. Mobility per pupil 
4., Per cent attendance 
IIo Physical setting factors 
1L Acres in site 
Bo Distance from the service center 
C. Temporary classrooms per teacher 
Do Library books per pupil 
Eo Average class size 
Fo Membership (kindergarten through grade six) 
Go Po T. Ao membership 
H. P. To Ao membership per pupil 
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Information about the quantitative elements surrounding the teacher-
learning situation of the elementary schools was recorded from the 
reports of the departments and agencies responsible for the making of 
the routine reportso The quantitative variations in the elements in the 
two groups have been shown and discussed in Chapter IVo 
Differences in Qµali~ 
Differences in the quality of education in the present study were 
determined by supervisors' judgments regarding the rate of occurrence 
of good and outstanding teaching practiceso The results of scores on 
certain objective tests were used to help describe the quality of edu-
cational outcomeso 
The use of human judgments as the basis for determining a quality 
of education seemed desirableo In the first place 9 the base of super-
visors 0 judgments seemed mu©h broader than any combination of objective 
tests available 9 and the quality of education at any one given time is 
discernible in the rate of occurrence of good and outstanding teaching 
practiceso In the second place 9 supervisors 1 judgments were likely to 
have been based upon some of the objective test :icesultso Finally 9 the 
judgments of' the supervisors might have been refle©tive of the action of 
educational leadershipo 
10 
The Procedure .!'.2!: Q_lassifying Schools 
Elementary supervisors in the system were asked to participate iI_l_ 
judging the rate of frequency of good and outstanding teaching practices 
in e~h of the schools in the sample. Every elementary supervisor who 
had an area of responsibility in the elementary schools was asked to 
meet with the writer to participate in the studyo Eight of the super-
visors and the writer met at a specified time and place. An instruction 
sheet1 with forty slips of paper 9 each containing the name of one 
elementary school~ was given to every supervisor. The slips of paper 
were arranged in alphabetical order according to school name. The entire 
instruction sheet was read aloud while the rest of the group followed 
the reader 8s place on the page. 
Discussion was cialled .f'oro Only one question was recorded. "What 
is meant by frequency-=the rate or the actual number of oocurrEmces? 11 
An explanation was made that a school should be placed in a group 
according to the number of good and outstanding teaching practices per 
olassroomo EaiGh supervisor then made judgments in his particular area 
of responsibility about the forty schools. 
When the supervisors returned the slips containing the names of the 
schools which they had grouped, all slips in groups A, B, and C were 
assigned values of .3, 2, and 1 9 respectively. The twelve S(;lhools with 
the highest scores were selected. The twelve schools wi. th the lowest 
scores were selectedo However, one supervisor 8s judgment was weighted 
so that one of four schools which had the same score could be selected 
as the twelfth schoolo The judgment of the supervisor who had a large 
lAppendix A9 Memorandum to All Elementary Supervisorso 
11 
responsibility in the elementaey s©hools wa,s weighted by adding his 
judgments to the score of the four schools in questiono 
Statistical methods were applied in two areas of this studyo 
Certain tests of significance were made regarding the quality of educa= 
tion and variations in the quantities of the elementso I~th situations, 
the statistical difference between the mean and the statistical difference 
I 
between proportions were used to show the a.egree of chance t,o be taken in 
a©cepting or rejecting a null hypothesis about differences appearing in 
the two groups of schoolso A level of significance of 005 was used to 
reject a null hypothesiso 
The proQedure of the tln"rEmt study involwed the selection of the 
population)' the selection of elements 9 the determination of differences 
in the quality of education 9 the classification of s©hools 1 and a 
des©ription of statistical methods for analyzing variations in quantity 
in light of differences in qual.i ty of education at the extremeso 
CHAPTER III 
A QUALITY OF EDUCATION 
The determination of the quality of education has been a subject of 
debateo There has been disagreement about the goals and there has been 
some question about the proper technique for measuring quality o Since 
debate and disagreement have o@curred about the quality of education and 
techniques for measuring i tll the quality and the techniques used for 
determining that quality have been desoribed in this chapter. Four 
criteria were used as the bases of a quality of education. Superdsors 0 
judgments determined one ~f three quaJ.ity groups into which each school 
was placed. Objective test data have been shown to better describe the 
quality of education present. 
Bases of ! ,Quali t;x 
Differences in the quality of education in each elementary school 
were determined by supernsors 0 judgments of the rate of frequemiy of 
good and outstanding teaching practices ll pa:rticrw.arly in ea.©h super-
visor Os area of responsibility" The .focal point of the supervisors' 
judgments was directed at the four major areas of good and outstanding 
teaching practices listed below: 
l. The teaching of basic skills 
a. Teaching of basic skills in life=like si tua.tions 
b. Variety of basic skills taught 
12 
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2o The teaching of areas of knowledge 
ao Teaching facts in relation to their meaning and usefulness 
b. Breadth of knowledge areas taughtJ including variety of 
resources of knowledge 
Discovery and development of speoial apti tu.des of individuals 
through tests and follow=up activities 
Development of gross behavior patterns such as citizenship, 
character and thinkingl 
An inspection of Table I shows that in the group of schools selected 
by the superrlsor,s as ha:ving the highest rat,e of occiurrence of good and 
outstanding teaching practices ( schools I through XII) only 2/96 of the 
judgments placed a school i.n the lower frequency group. Similarly 9 only 
7/96 of the judgments regarding the lower frequen©y group (schools XXIX 
through IL) had a high frequien~y rating" 
A null hypothesis was made to the effect that the differences in 
the average SClores of eaCJh school in the ·tw© groups wex0e no greater than 
differences which could be expected to arise by chance fluctuationso The 
hypothesis was tested by the statistical differences between the means 
technique. Since the critical ratio shown in Table II was 4.13 9 the null 
hypothesis was rejeeted because a d.ifferen©e as great or greater ciould be 
expecited only l time in 10 9 000. 
'1'~9 Test,s o~ ]:teasonabl~ 
Two tests of reasonableness were applied in scoring and ranking 
S(jhools in each group. To test fue reasonableness of the super'rlsors' 
judgmentsJ the uriter, using an observer 0s check list 9 observed fo'U!" 
SCJhools in each group ranked 1 9 4, 7~ and 10. 
1Appendix A, Memorandum t;o All Elementary Supervisorso 
· ,r ·· ·· TABLE I 



























. OF TEACHING PRACTICES IN ELEMENT.ARY SCHOOLS 
Su;eerrlsor 
s T u V w I I z Total 
.3 .3 3 3 .3 3 3 :3 24 
2 .3 3 2 3 .3 .3 .3 22 
2 2 .3 .3 .3 '.3 .3 3 22 
3 .3 :, 3 2 2 2 .3 21 
.3 3 .3 2 .3 .3 3 1 21 
:, .3 2 2 .3 .3 3 2 21 
.3 .3 3 2 2 2 2 3 20 
1 2 3 2 3 .3 .3 .3 20 
.3 .3 2 .3 2 2 2 2 19 
2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3 18 
.3 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 18 
2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 18 
2 l .3 ' l l l l 13 l .3 1 :3 1 l l 1 12 
2 l 1 :3 l 1 1 2 12 
1 1 1 l 2 2 2 2 12 
l 1 1 2 2 2 2 l 12 
1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 12 
l 3 1 l l 1 1 2 .11 
2 2 l l l l l 2 11 
l 2 1 .3 1 l 1 1 11 
l l 1 l 2 2 2 l ll 
2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 10 
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in scoring the eight schools at (\))ne grade level., Two oonelations were 
· then calculated by the rank difference method between the observer 0 s rank 
score a.nd the two other judgmen.ts., The first correlation was calculated 
between the combined judgments of the super"1.risors and the observer's 
score., The second correlation was ealcn:u.a ted between the judgme..nt of a 
supervisor most closely associated with the level used in The Growing 
Edge and the observer 0s rank score .. 
The correlation between the original supervisors 0 judgments and the 
observers s ranking of the e.ight scho©1ls was o 580 The correlation between 
one supervisor 0s judgment of' the eight s@hools at a particular level and 
In the first instance the correlation was not very great .. Even if 
it were greats; it would not necessarily prove or disprove anything because 
the judgments were aimed at all levels and departments while the observerus 
score was aimed at only one level and a few department~o 
In the second correlation of 075, the correlation attempted to check 
the validity of a partictila.r supervi:sorns judgment about a particular 
levelo However, the observer's check lis't, was not limited to a specific 
area while the supervisorns judgment was ma.de concerning the broadest 
area for which he was qualified to judgeo 
2pa,uJ. R., Mort, William So Vincents; and Claren@e A., Newell, The 
Growing Edg!,: AB Instrument ~ Measuring the !_daptabili ty £! School 
Systn (New Yorks; l946)o · . 
,, 
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~ Additional Measure.ei of ig_ali tz 
Three additional measures of the quality of education have not been 
intended for validating criteria 9 but rather they have been shO\-m to throw 
some light on the differences in particular kinds of quali We The three 
measures are handwri'ti.ng 9 reading 9 am expected reading achievemento 
Comparisons were made between the two groups of schools with different 
qualities by using the statistical differen~e between the mean or the 
statistical difference between proportionso 
Differences between the two groups of s©hools i:n the three measures 
of achievement occrux to a greate1~ degree than could be expeGted to arisei' 
by chance o The direction of the di f'ference shows that 'the group of 
schools with the most i'requentJ.y o~curring good and outstanding teaching 
practices have the highest at.;Jhievement., Table III rev-ea.ls that a greater 
percentage of pupils received sixth grade handwriting certificates in the 
Frequenoy 
TABLE III 
PERCENTAGE OF SIXTH GRADE PUPILS RECEIVING 
HANDWRITING CERTIFICATES 







Critical. Ratio 9o,40 P Le·vel • 000001 
'1 
' group of seihools olassii'ied as most f'requen·~l_o Table .. IV shows the 
To!:,al. 
schools differed signi11oantly in second grade reading achievement and 'the 
direction was in favor of the most frequently group o Evidence has been 
' ~ -,_____ - --- . 
l? 
TABLE IV 
MEAN SECOND GRADE CHICAGO READING TEST SCORES 
Frequency 
Group Mean SD SD,p SEd 
Most 20?6 018'7 .. 056 .093 Least 2o49 0247 0074 
Critical Ratio 2o90 P Level oOl 
provided in Tables V, VI, and VII that the pupils in the :most frequently 
·-- . --
group of schools achieved at or above e:xpect,anGy in four·t.h, fifth, and 
sixth grade reading more often than pupi.ls in the ot,her g.roupo 
TABLE V 
PERCENTAGES OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS READING AT OR ABOVE·EXPECTANCY 
==========:::::::::::;:;:::=.:;::::::::;::::::::::::=. =.=.=-=: ..-w~~~----~-------F.requenay 







Cri tica.l Ratio 6006 
TABLE VI 
P Level .. 000001 
PERCENTAGES OF FIFrH GRADE PUPILS READING AT OR ABOVE EXPECTANCY 
Frequency 
Group Number Per~entage 
Most 88.'.3 .86.4 
Least 476 7806 
Total 1,.359 8.3 .. 5 










PERCENTAGES OF SIXTH GRADE PUPILS READING AT OR .ABOVE EXPECTANCY 
Frequency 
Group Number Percentage, __ Total 
Most 916 84o3 1,087 
Least 468 75ol 623 
Total 1$1384 80o9 1,710 
Ori tical. Ratio ~,o65 P Level 000001 
~ ~-=-
In a.11. instances,\) the sohools with the most frequently occuXTing 
good and outstanding teaching practices scored significantly higher in 
handwriting, reading» and expected reading achievemento However 11 the 
following questions about the quality of education in the present study 
still exist: 
lo Is a general qua1i ty of education composed of many specific 
qualities or is there such a thing as a general quality of 
education? 
2o Which comes first, the acquisi ti.on of certain skills by the 
pupils or teaching practices which are considered good and 
outstanding? 
3o Is there a significant relationship between teaching practices 
considered good and outstanding in the areas of reading and 
handwriting and all other areas? 
4. Is there a significant relationship between handwriting, reading, 
and expected reading achievement and achievement in other areas? 
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The basis and the method for determining different qualities of 
education used in this study were des@ribedo In addition 9 information 
about certain types of achievement was disciussed. 
Supervisors 9 judgments were used to categorize ea.oh elementary 
school in one American city into one of three groups of schools having 
different rates of occurrence of good and outstanding teaching practices. 
Correlations were made by the rank difference method of four schools in 
each group. The rank correlation between an observer 0 s check list at 
one grade level and the super·rlsors O pooled judgments was • 58. The 
rank correlation between the observer 0 s check list at one grade level 
and one supervisor 9s ranking at the same grade level for the eight 
schools was .75. 
Objective test data were analy~ed to show some particular kinds of 
differences in the quality of educationo The group of schools judged to 
have the most frequently occurring good and outstanding teaching practices 
and the schools judged to have the least frequently occurring good and 
outstanding teaching practices were compared on three objective test 
resultso Statistical differences at the 0001 level occurred in pupil 
achievement in handwriting and expected achievement in rea.dingo A 
statistical difference at the oOl level occurred in reading achievemento 
In all three situations the scores favored the schools judged as having 
the most frequently occurring good and outstanding teaching practiceso 
The differences in quality of education of the two schools seemed 
to be sufficiently discernible and partially descriptiveo Nevertheless, 
there seemed to be several questions concerning the qual.ity of education. 
The questions centered around the four points listed below: 
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l. What are the relationships between specific types of quality and 
a. general quality of education? 
2. Are teaching practices considered good and outstanding a result 
cf high achievement or is high a.ohievement a resul. t of teaching 
. practices considered good and outstanding? 
3o What is the relationship between particular a.ohievam.ents and 
other achievements? 
4. Shou1d a criterion of good and outstanding teaching practices 
be concerned wi. th the motJ.va tion and growth phases as well as 
the achievement phase? 
CHAPTER IV 
THE QUANTITATIVE ELEMENTS 
There were a number of different elements existing in the life span 
of all the elementary sc.hools o Elements appeared in the s1;;hools in difc-
ferent quanti tieso Since ·this was: not :merely a study to identify elements 
but rather a study of the differences in quality associated with vari= 
ations in quantities of element,~ 9 it seemed appropriate to use null 
hypotheses and a level of significance of .05 as a basis for rejecting 
or a~cepting an hypothesiso The following paragraphs show and interpret 
the data regarding ea1;;h hypothesis made in Chapter Io In oroer to test 
ea~h hypothesis 9 a null hypothesis was made about ea@h elemento However 9 
the hypotheses have been stated posi ti"lvely hell:'eo 
The extent of the analysis used in the present study does not permit 
conclusions to be formed regarding whether ©r not an elem en-~ is causal, 
supporting a causal element 9 or symptomati© o The analysis does not allow 
conclusions to be drawn about the upper or lower limits of the quantities 
of some of the elementso The statisrtical t~reatment does permit, a©@epting 
or reje1;;ting a.n hypothesis when as great a difference in quantity could 
be expected to appear by chance alone only one time in one hundred 
(oOl level) and five times in one hundred (.05 level)o In the current 
21 
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study differences occui~~lng by chan~e more than five times in one hundred 
have been _oonsidered too great to reject a null hypothesiso 
St~tement ~ the ltypothesis 
Elements in the background (age)) salary.\) am experience) o:f the 
sohool us principal are significantly related to the quality of education .. 
in that elementary ei.,hool. 
The element~ in the b~kgro®d of the s@h@ol principal (Table VIII) 
are not significantly related t@ the quality @f eduoationo However.\) the 
element having the highest critical ratio is the age of the principal. 
(=1068 .CR). The prinoipal.s tended to be younger in age in the sohools 
\. 
THE CRITICAL RATIO OF litt,EMENTS SURROUNDING THE BACKGROUND 
. OF THE SCHOOL\PRINCIPALS BETWEEN TWO . 
· · · GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Element CR P Level 
lo Age =1.68 .20 
2. SaJ.ar1. 1.2.3 .3() 
.3a Towl exper.ieme (teuhing and 
admird s-tra tion) 0.7.3 .;o 
4., · Experi.enee in the system 0.4:3 .,70 
5. Experi$Jloe not in the system ~1.,12 .,3() 
havimg the higher qual.i.t;r of education. Neitb.er the total experience 
(. 73 Cit) nor experl.eooe as prinaipals and teaehsrs in the system ( .,43 CR) 
was very m.gniti~ant.. Salary- (lo23 CR) and ,experience not in the systc 
1Appendix C.\l Table XIIL 
2.3 
(-1.12 CR) had the next largest critical ratio of the elements analyzedo 
Since a lower age and a higher salary have the highest critical ratios, 
and part of the salary base was the number of years that a principal had 
been in the system, there was some evidence (but not conclusive evidence) 
to indicate that the principals of the schools with a higher quality of 
education tended to be younger and more experienced as principals in the 
system. 
Although the current study did not supply data regarding the nature 
of the particular schools in which the principal received his training 9 
it was entirely possible that the lower quality schools were training 
schools for principals in many instances. It was also possible that 
successful principals were assigned to high prestige schools. 
Hypo!Jlesis II 
Statement of the Hypothesis 
Elements in the background (age, salaryj) experience 9 degree, oertifi-
cationj) marital status, visits to pupils 0 homes)) and supervisor visits} 
of the elementary schools 0 teache~s are significantly related to the 
quality of education in that elementary school. 
The second hypothesis was accepted after a null hypothesis was re-
jected. Elements in the background of teachers (Table IX} appeared sig-
nificantly related to the quality of education. The largest critical 
ratios found in the background of teachers were "IF'isits by the teacher to 
the homes of pupils per teacher (6.23 CR)j) salary above $4))199 (5.46 CR), 
and O - 8 years experience in the system (=5.2.3 CR). A greater number 











THE CRITIC.AL RATIO OF ELEMENTS SURROUNDING THE BACKGROUND 
OF THE TEACHERS BETWEEN TWO GROUPS OF SCHOO.LS 
Element CR 
Age 
39 years of age and below =1058 
JiJ - 49 -1.,25 
50 and above 2.84 
Salary 
Below $49 200 ·~5.46 
Below $3/)500 =3<>89 
Above $4,j)l99 5.46 
Above $4,j)899 3.63 
Total ExperieDtlle 
Zl or more yea.rs .3.,20 
18 - 26 .64 
9 = 17 -L.04 
0"" 8 =2 .. 56 
Experience in system 
24 l!.llr more yea.T'S )o)O 
8 - 23 )el:;3 
0 - '1 =5 .. 2:3 
Education 
Masters degree 308'1 
Certification 
Standard 0 
Marital status C))f teachers 
Married =2 .. 28 
Visits by the teachers to pupils 0 
homes per tea@her 6.,23 
Supervisors u visits to the 




















2Appendix C, Tables XIV, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX, XX, XXI_, ~d 
XIII., .,, 
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or more of experience in the system (3a30 CR), 8 - 23 years of experience 
in the system (3.13 CR), mastersu degrees (3o87 GR)y and 50 years of age 
or more (2o84 CR) were teaching in the schools which had the greatest 
frequency of good and outstanding teaching practiceso All of the ele-
ments just mentioned had differences beyond the oOl level. Single 
marital status (2o28 CR) and the number of supervisor visits per teacher 
(2.13 GR) were significant beyond the .05 levelo 
The type of certificate did not seem to be important (0). However 1 
the number of teachers with masters 0 degTees was significant at the .001 
levelo The reason that the t,ype of certificate showed a low critical 
ratio might have been the nature of the gradual change in certification 
laws from life certificates to standard certificateso 
The statement that tea©hers above 49 years of age are better teachers 
than teachers below 50 years of age would nigt be justifiable on the basis 
of the evidence presentedo In a similar fashion, statements regarding 
teachers with particmlar salaries 9 total experiences Y and experiences in 
the system would not be justifiable eithero The proper balance of age, 
saJ.ary 9 and expe:rien©e might be the key to the su©cess of a school staf'fo 
Hypothesis ill 
Statement of the !tY:Eo\l!§:.s;l@. 
Elements in the background (econo:mi~ status 9 intelligence quotient, 
mobility 9 and per ©ent attendance) of the pupils are significantly :related 
to the quality of education in elementary s©hoolso 
The hypothesis concerning the background of the pupils (Table X) 
was accepted after a null hypothesis was rej e©·ted o Four of the elements 
had differences which were significant at the 00001 level. The 
TABLE; x.3 
THE CRITICAL RATIO OF THE ELEMENTS SURROUNDING THE PUPILS 
BETWEEN TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Element 
lo Free lunches per ©hild 
2o .Kuhlmann-Anderson third grade 
intelligence te~t 
3o Mobility per pupil* 












number 0£ free lunches per child, an indicator of economic level 9 had the 
highest crl tical. ratio (-52ol) o A measure o:f mobility had a ~rl tical 
ratio of =5,,830 The negative CJri ti.cal ratio means the schools which had 
the least frequently occurring good and outstanding teaching praotJ.ces 
had the greatest numbers of free lunches and mobile studentso The 
schools with the moErt frequently ocoum.ng good and outstanding teaching 
practices had pupils with significantly higher L Qo sco:res (4c00 CR)o 
tln?othesis IV 
Statement of~ Hzygj;pesis 
Elements in t,he physical se·tting of an elementary school (a@res in 
si te9 distance from sem,oie oente.I\, temporary classrooms per teacher, 
library books per pupil, ·teacher per pupil, membership of school, and 
P. To A. membership) are significantly related to the quality of education 
in elementary sahoolso 
.3 Appendix C, Tables IDII,, XXIV,, XXV .9 and XXVI. 
Some of the elements in the physical setting (Table XI) were sig-
rdficantly related to the quality of education in elementary schools. 
The number of library books per child (9.79 CR)~ temporary classrooms 
(-6.79 CR)~ the distance from the education service center (-5.15 CR), 
membership (3.36 OR), and P. T. A. membership (.3o44 OR) were the elements 
most significantly related to the quality of education. A level of sig-
nificance of .001 occurred for the five elements just mentioned. 









THE CRITICAL RATIO OF THE ELEMENTS SURROUNDING THE PHYSICAL SETTING 
BETWEEN TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Element CR P Level 
Acres in site 0 .34 .so 
Distance from service center =5.15 .000001 
Temporary classrooms per teacher =6.79 .000001 
Library books per pupil 9.79 .000001 
Average ciass size 1.96 .20 
Membership kindergarten through 
grade six .3.36 - .001 
P. T. A. membership .3.44 .001 
show a large enough critical ratio to warrant a@cepting these elements 
as significant. 
Elements~ Significant Differences 
The most significant differences between the two groups of schools 
having different rates of frequency of good and outstanding teaching 
4Appendix C~ Tab.las XXVII, XIVIII~ XXII, XXI, XXXI, XXIII~ and XXXIII. 
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practices (Table XII) were the number of free lunches per child (-52ol CR), 
library books per pupil (9o79 CR) 9 temporary classrooms per teacher 
(-6.79 CR) 9 number of teacher visits to pupils 0 homes per teacher 
(6023 CR) 9 mobility per pupil (=5.83 CR) 9 salary of teachers below $4200 
(=5.46 CR) 9 teachers with O - 7 yea.rs of experience in the system 
(-5.23 CR) 9 miles from the education service center (=5ol5 CR) 9 intelli-
gence quotient (4.00 CR) 9 teachers with salaries below $3500 (-3.89 CR), 
teachers with masters' degrees (3o87 CR) 9 teachers with salaries above 
$4899 (3.63 CR)~ P. T. A. membership (3.44 CR) 9 school membership kinder-
garten through grade six (3.36 CR) v and number of teachers with 24 years or 
more of experience in the system (.3. 30 CR). All of these areas w.i th 
critical ratios of 3o.'.30 or larger indicate a level of significance 
of at least .001. In addition 9 three elements in the backgro,md of the 
teachers were significant at the oOl level and three were significant 
at the 005 level. A total of twenty-one elements were significant at 
the .05 level. 
,!!! Interpretation 
The elements with the greatest significant differences between the 
two groups of schools with different :rates of occurrence of good and out~ 
standing teaching practices have been shown in Table XII. The differences 
shown in that table were accepted as true differences at the 0001 levelo 
Some of the elements might be causal i supporting a causal element~ or 
symptomatic o Some of the elements could. be controlled or balanced in 
various degrees by managemento In some cases the element might be con-
trollable and influence the quality of eduoation 9 controllable and support 
an influential element 9 controllable and symptomatic but not influential, 
TABLE XII 
ELEMENTS WITH THE CRITICAL RATIO, P LEVEL, AND PER CENT 
OR MEAN OF SCHOOLS WITH DIFFERENT RATES OF 
FREQUENCY OF GOOD AND OUTSTANDING 
TEACHING PRAC"rIOES 
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Element P Level 
SCJhool F.requency Group 
Free lunehes per child 
Pupil per libral'Y book 
Temporary olassrooms per 
tea©h!Bll" 
Numbe;r, iDf teacJher visit;s 
to pupils'home per tea~her 
Mobility per pupil 
Salary of teachers 'below 
$4200 
Experience in the :syst6lm 
O = 7 years 
Distance from the education 
se:t·v.ice 1(3enter (miles) 
Io Qo (Kuhlmann=Anderson) 
Teachers with salaries 
below $3500 
Teachers with masters 0 
degrees 
Teachers with salaries 
above $4899 
P.T.Ao mambership 
Membership 9 kindergarten 
through grade six 
Experience of t=is.<CJhers in 
























































or not ciontrollable and either ciaus:al P suppo::rt;ing a causal element 9 or 
me.rely aymptomat:lL© o In atty rsase v a change in ©ne element might l!;llad t© 
different relationships between the elements and the quality of educationo 
The numbe:11:' of free lunches per cihild i,1s controllable and seems to be 
. symptomatic of elements which are @ausal or ©ausal supporting. The nw= 
eduioation 9 but it ~eems that the arbitra:ry reducition alone would not 
improve the quality o:f edmmtiona The quality of' education might be im= 
proved if the soGio=economic culture of the pupils of the school were 
improved a The socio=ecionomiic cul.tu.re might not be controllable by manage-
ment9 but it might influenCJe the pupils who might be a causal. element in 
the quality of educationa 
The number of temporary classrooms are controllable9 but might be 
more symp.i,omati.c than causal be@au&11e this !Elllement :might be indicative 
of the newnessv the in~tability9 and the socio=economic setting of the 
school.. In cionsidering another budgetary i.tem 9 the number of library 
books per cihild are controllable 9 but this element might be more ©ausa.l 
than symptomatico 
Teachers 0 salaries are ©ontrollable to a degree and might support a 
causal element rather than being a Gaus.al elementa Teachers O salaries 
might not directly affect the instrul(l!tional. program but higher teachers 0 
salaries :might permit obtaining 9 maintaining 9 and retaining bette1• 
teachers o Better tea@hers might i.nfluei:nrcie the instructional program 
favorablyo 
The assignment of the number (t'.l)f teachers with different years of 
experience in the system can be :manipulat,edo Experi,ence i.n the system 
may be a causal element or an element supporting a causal elemento 
There could be an impa@t upon the teachers if an assignment were manipulated 
without consideration ~.f' the tea©her I s feelingso In turn 9 tearGhers would 
interact with other elements which might be causal., ©ausal supporting or 
symptomati©a The result of the interaction of the elements might cause 
a time 9 place 9 quantity 9 or quality dif'ference in any and all of the 
elements a 
To Be Interpreted 
The writer was: puzzled by some questions which arose during the 
course of the present studyo Assumptions have been used to draw atten-
tion to the questions:o 
If library books were a causal elemen·t in the quality of education 
and if the total number of library books showed a much higher crl tfoal 
ratio than the number of library books per child which showed a high 
critical. ratio 9 then would the important consideration in the quality of 
education be the total xm:mber of library books or the number of library 
books per child? Would it be possible to develop a formula from these 
two critical ratios which would indicate the optimum mmiber of books for 
a school library? 
Similar po.in ts could be made abcru:t the total expenditures and 
expenditures per pupil or the total Po 'l'o Ao membership and the Po T. Ao 
membership per Ghildo Might the number of' library books l) ·the expendi-
tures 9 and the number of P. °I'. A. members be indiGa ti·we of optimaJ. sizes 
of schools? 
Impli~!:_ions 
One hypothesis was rejected o Three were a,H~epted. Of the fa.©tors 
studied 9 the elements in 'tbe baokground of the principal. were not signifi-
cantly related to the quality of edu.Gationo Elements in the background 
of the teachers and pupils and elements in the physical setting were 
significantly related to the quali tw of educationo Al though the hypotheses 
about the four major areas were rejected or accepted~ the various elements 
which make up the areas are also importanto Hence 9 the :f'ollowing questions 
are indicative of unsolved problemi~i: 
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1. How can the causal 9 causal supporting~ or symptomatic elements 
be identified? 
2o How important is each element in the various areas? 
3. To what extent can educational leadership use the information in 
this study for making more rapid adjustments? 
4. Will raising or lowering the quantity of any or all the signifi-
cant elements improve the quality of education? Will the raising 
of teachers 9 salaries result in educational improvement? 
5. Will the arbitrary adjustment by administration of the elements 
which were significant in the present study result in the im-
provement of achievement of all students? 
.Summary 
Certain elements were significantly related to the quality of edu-
cation determined in this study. Other elements were not significantly 
related. 
The elements in the areas of teacher background, pupil background, 
and in the physical setting were significant. Elements in the principal 9s 
background were not statistically significant. Eight elements were 
statistically significant at the .000001 level; three additional ele-
ments were statistically significant at the .0001 level; and four more 
elements were statistically significant at the .001 level. A total 
number of fifteen elements were significant at the 0001 level. A total 
of twenty=one elements were significant at the .05 level. 
In addition 9 several unsolved questions seemed importanto These 
questions group aroun.d the following areas: 
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1 o What will be the result of ad.minis tra ti vely adjusting the elements 
to coinCJide with the sta·tiEJticial s:lgnifican©e? 
2o What elements are ©ausal 9 ciausal suppo:rt:1ng 9 or sy.mptomatiCJ to 
the quaJ.ity of educiation? 
:3o To what e.11:tent CJan the elements in the ~tudy be used w judge 
the quality of edm~ation? 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Differences exist. A key for educational leadership in improving 
the quality of public elementary education is a study of the differences 
in the qualities of education associated with variations in the quantity 
of each element in or surrounding education experiences of elementary 
school children. 
Differences in the quality of education in each elementary school 
were determined by supervisors' judgments of the rate of occurrence of 
good and outstanding teaching practices in the areas for which each 
supervisor was responsible. Each elementary school was placed in one of 
three categorieso Since differences are most easily discernible at the 
extremes 9 the top and bottom groups were used for statistical compa.risono 
Objective test data were analyzed to show some particular kinds of 
differences in the quality of educationo Statistical differenoes at the 
.001 level occurred in pupil achievement in handwriting» expected achieve-
ment in reading~ and at the .01 level in reading achievement. The 
direction of the differences favored the schools with the highest rate 
of occurrence of good and outstanding teaching practices. Although 
differences in the quality of education did occur~ there seemed to be 
the following unanswered questions concerning the quality of education: 
1. What are the relationships between specific types of quality and 
a general quality of education? 
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2o Are teaching practices considered good and outstanding a result 
of high achievement or is high achievement a result of teaching 
practices considered good and outstanding? 
J. What is the relationship between particular achievements and 
other achievements? 
4o Should a criterion of good and outstanding teaching practices 
be concerned with the motivation and growth phases as well as 
the achievement phase? 
Certain elements were significantly related to the quality of edu©a= 
tion determined in this studyo Elements in the background of the teachers 
and pupils and the physical setting were significantly related to the 
quality of education. Fifteen elements were significant at the 0001 
level, and twenty-one elements were significant at the 005 levelo The 
critical ratios of the elements in the background of the principal were 
not great enough to a©©ept as being significanto The following questions 
seemed to be important: 
L What will be the result of administratively adjusting the ele-
ments to coincide wi 'th the statistical significance? 
2o What elements are ©ausal 9 ©ausal supporting 9 or symptomatiG? 
Jo To what extent oan the elements in the study be used to judge· 
the quality of education? 
Additional Implications 
Some implications were suggested in reference to the quality of 
education and in referen©e to the quantitative elementso Additional 
implications appear when the quality of education and the quantity of the 
elements are analyzed togethero The following questions are indioatiw 
of important implications: 
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lo Is the goodness of a teaching practice based upon a standard of 
achievement~ the background and growth of the pupil, or a com-
bination of the two? 
2o Are the same teaching practices equally suited to pupils with 
different achievements? 
3. What type of teaching practices should receive more emphasis 
with low ac:hievers? With high Mhievers? 
4o Do children in a specific economic: group have problems unique to 
them and by which the teacher can help them make a more rapid 
adjustment? 
5o To what extent are differences in certain types of achievement 
more a matter of pupil background than of teaching practices? 
6. To what extent are differen~es in certain types of achievement 
more a matter of teae3hing pracrticss than pupil background? 
7. Do the intelligence quotients and the expected aGhievement 
scores in reading consider enough of the ba@kground of pupils? 
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX! 
To; All Elementary Sche.ol Supervisors 
From: Joe Tidrow 
In trying to determine some of the factors associated with good~ 
outstanding practices in the elementary schools, I shall appreciate your 
help in locating degrees of succ:essful pract,ices in the elementary 
schools. I should like to ask you to use your judgment in grouping 
elementary schools into three groups of about equal numbers according to 
the following groupings; 
Group A: The elementary schools in which you have reason to believe 
that good and outstanding instructional practices occur very frequentlyo 
That isj the schools which have kept abreast ©f progress and promoted ito 
Group B: The elementary schools in which you have reason to believe 
that good and outstanding practices ocicm:• 9 but not as frequently as in 
Group Ao That is, the schools which have been only fairly sucmessful 
in keeping abreast of progress and promoting ito 
Group C: The elementary sohools in WiCJh you have reason to believe 
that good and outstanding praotiCJes oc1CJur with the least frequency and 
whioh have been the least su©oessful. in keeping abreast of progress or 
in promoting i to 
In other words~ group 1h!. ,!_Chools i~ ~ .s;:oups of about equal 
numbers accordigg to~~ to whi(Jh each school has been able to 
adjust its instructional :e.;:,acrticias to meet the, needs of' pupils in that 
schoolj particularly in the area for which you are responsible. 
It is suggested that the f'ot'lal point of your judgment should be 
placed upon praoticies which are partitntl.arly organized a:round the four 
major areas listed below: 
1 o The tea1CJhing of the basiG skills 
ao 'l'eaohing of basic skills in life=like si tua:tions 
b. Variety of' basici skills taught 
2. The teaching of areas of knowledge 
ao Tea~hing facts in relat:ion to their meaning and usefulness 
bo Breadth of knowledge areas taught 9 including variety of 
resources of knowledge 
;. Discovery and development of spe@ial aptitudes of individuals 
through tests and follow=up acitiwi ties 
4. Development of gross behavior patterns sucih as citizenship, 
character and thinking 
For your convenience I have written the name of each school on a 
separate slip of paper for easy groupingo I should appreciate it very 
much if I could have.this information by Thursday evening, April 7o 
Thank you very mu.ch, and of course the information about each school 
will be aonfidentialo 
The four major areas were adapted from The Growing Edg~ol 
1i>au1 Ro Mortp William So Vincent, and Clarence A.; Newell, ~ 
Growing Edge: An Instrument for Measuring the Ada.ptabili ty of School 
Systems (New York, 1946L Po ii. 
(' .: 
CAUTION 8 ANY SINGLE PRACTICE OBSERVED MAY BE USED ONLY ONCE AS AN EXAMPLE 
ELEMENT ARY l!"Omt" (Adapted) 
Io BASIC SKILLS 
Ao Life...tike Situations 
Example: 
( ) 1. Writing 
( ) 2. Reading 
( ) 3. Arithmetic 
( ) 4. Speech 
( ) 5o Teacher 
B. Variety 
Example: 







g. Additional Example: 






fo Additional Example g 







g. Additional Exampleg 






f'o Additional Examples 
II o AREAS OF KNOWLEDGE (Pages 5=8 in Test Booklet) 
Bo Breadth of Knowledge 
Example: 







go Additional Example: 






f. Addi tionaJL Example: 
lpaul. Ro Morti, William So Vinoent9 and Clarence .Ao Newell, ~ 
Growing r,ge~ Aa Iastrument for Meaf:ll1£.ing the Adaptability of School 
§Xstems New Yorki, 1946) o · 
Chara~teristi@ 
TABLE XIII 
COMPARISON OF THE BACKGROUND OF THE SCHOOL PRINCIPAL 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Mean SoDo SEm p 
o:f Principals MF* LF* MF* LF* MF* LF* SEa CR Level 
lo Age 48009 52025 6000 5o65 L81 1/70 2.,/Js =le68 
2., Salary 5 ,7':IJ 5419 646 612 195 185 268 1.,23 
3o Total experlerm~ 2:,.,83 26017 7o01 8e04 2.,ll 2o42 /73 
4o Experience in system 14075 1.3025 7e6 8.,63 2.,29 2.,60 '3of{I 043 
5o Experience not in 
system 9o08 12.,92 4e35 7o/t) 2.,2:3 2o 59 .3o /i,2 =lol2 
---------~------ -
fl.MF has been used to mean the group of' S©hools in whi©h good and outstanding tea@hing pra@tices 
occurred most frequentlyo 
*LF has been used to mean the g-coup of sohools in whi@h good and outstanding tea@hing practi@es 














COMPARISON OF THE AGES OF TEACHERS IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Age~ = _ 
.J:±0 = 49 jg and above Below AfL 
_Fr_e.....,9 ... ue_n_c,...,y_G..,.r_ou...,p---=_-N_o"""'· 00 _ __1=, l:l:~™=~=1!£.,..,., ~~-%.......,_...,To ... t..... al= 
Most 71 27o2 90 34o5 100 38o3 
Least 61 34,o.3 72 40o4 45 25o3 
_ _.T;.,;;;o;,,,.,t=al----..,;;;;J~==ol~~-~.1.6;L~.e__,9=-~lli~ 3,3o0 
Critical Ratio =lo58 =1o25 2o84 
P Level 020 o O oOl 
TABLE XV 
COMPARISON OF THE SALARY OF TEACHERS IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
~~--~-~~-~~ax:L-=~~~~~~-




=Fr;;.,.e.,,.9 .... u ..,,en=c=y-G=r,._o=u""'R--N"""o""""-~..!=~-=~llo..2..~;;.= -1_ No o =~=%=_-='-L,,...,ota:.,.,._.._.1 
Most 21 800 142 54o4 43 .. 16o5 
Least '37 20 ,8 50 2Bol 9 5ol 
__ T...,.o.,..t"""a,....l ___ ~.,,.5=8-m_=-m=l.2J.,,.,,~ 2= 19~L~~= 52 1L8 
Ori tical Ratio -3089 5.,46 3"':63 
P Level o00,01 _ =·~~ 0000001 ~=---"..Qfil.. 
~.,,:::.,;:..;..r:-:cr:nmo 
TABLE XVI 
COMPARISON OF THE TOTAL YEARS OF EXPERIENCE OF TEACHERS 




0 = 8 9 = 17 18 = 26 Z7 or more 


































COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS IN THE NUMBER OF YEARS 




Crl tioal Ratio 
P Level 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS WITH MASTERS DEGREE 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Ji~s·tet's Dei:ee"~-
~Fr.e~q=u=en=o-y_G=r~o=up..._ __ ~~~=N,.Q_~o~~-~~~~~~~~~"""""'= 
Total 
Tot~ 
Most 91 37.l 245 























COMP .ARISON OF THE NUMBER OF MARR.IED TEACHERS 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Ma.:rrled 
=Fr~e-g_u~en=ey=· __.,_Gr=o-u_p~~~~-N-o-o~- ~~~-=~-~~~~~T_o_t_,al_ 
Most 161 65o2 247 
Least 120 75.9 158 
~~T_o_t_al ____ ~-~2~1,~,..£2~~2-~~- ~~
Critical Ratio__::-~~~~~-
TABLE XX:I 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF TEACHER VISITS TO:PUPILS 0 HOMES 
PER TEACHER IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS (INVERSE) 
Most 261 4/,i,,, O 593 
Least 177 67 o O .264 
Total ~-----~~=~~-~d~==- 857 
----~~-c_ri-t_i_~_al_&=-!4,Q-= :6~~~~~gg_l:-==·~=..Q=:~=--:=:::··==~-==== 
TABLE XXII 
COMPARISON OF THE SUPERVISOR VISITS PER TEACHER 
IN THE TWO GROUP'S OF SCHOOLS (INVERSE) 
. F.reguem:iy Group 
Most 261 12o2 
Least 178 1408 
~~=To~t~a.l=-~~~~~-=='~~~~--~~i=~~ol~-~ 





COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF FREE LUNCHES IN ONE MONTH 
PER PUPIL IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Free Lunches 
46 





Cri tical ~;tio ~.22ol 
l2tl.~~~~~---.~---17_,-64_2 
P Leve], 0000001 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISON OF SCHOOL KUHLMANN-ANDERSON Io ·Q a SCORE 
IN THIRD GRADE (MEAN) 
Frequency Soere Mean 
Most 10206 2u5 075 
~--L=e~a=s-t~~~~~~~2-8-L~2'--*-~-~~--&6 078 
Crl t.i.cal Ratig_,4o0 _ P Lev;el -&OOf)l 
TABLE .XXV 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF CHANGES PER PUPIL (MOBILITY) 







1 67 8n82 







COMPARISON OF THE PER CENT OF ATTENDANCE IN THE 
TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
47 
Frequency Group Daily Att,endan@e Per Cent Daily Membership 
'l'ABLE XXVII 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF ACRES IN SITE SPACE 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OE' SCHOOLS 
Fregue~__y: Group SE d 
Most 7oll 4o47 lo35 2 06 
~~~L_ea~s~t,,.__~~~-~~~-6=0..=~~~~"""""o~~~~ 
Critical Rati_o ~•=="~~::;:;!::::q=· =~-::::.:=:.""':=~.==== 
TABLE XXVIII 
COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF MILES FROM SERVICE CENTER 
IN TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Frequency Grou.p 
Most 3o47 080 024 33 
~~-L=ea=s~t~. ~~~~~~=~~~ o7~L=~~~,_,...,o2=3--~~~o~ 
______ .... cr: ....:i ... t .... i~::~ .oi!i=-==1:J~i!Jrel .. 000001 · 
TABLE XXIX 
COMP ARI SON BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS O!' SCHOOLS IN THE NUMBER 
OF TEMPORARY CLASSROOMS PER TOT.AL CLASSROOMS USED 
(1 PER TEACHER) 
Most 3.3 120 6 261 
Least' 72 40o7 177 
~---T=0~·t-a1 __ ·~~~~~-~~~~~=24 .. J?._~~-=-~---4-?~8~---
===========:::::::::C:::n_·"'"'t:;;;:i:;;c:=al::::::R_!..~~:1~~<:~::. ::o::~:=~:=~~::.~::l::_::;:, :::.-=Q=-=== 
TABLE XO: 
COMP ARI SON BETWEEN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOO!L,S IN THE NUMBER 
OF LIBRARY BOOKS PER PUPIL (INVERSE) 
Frequency Group Pupils Per Cent Library Books 
Most 8 9 52.2 :,Oa6 Z?,8'70 
Least 59 527 3408 15,866 






( TABLE DCXI 
i 
1 
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE CLASS SIZE IN THE 
TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
======.==:=::============~=====~==L==~~~~,~~===;:;~~=· =====:=.= 
Frequ~ncy Group Mean S.Do 
TABLE XXIII 
COMPARISON OF MEMBERSHIP KINDERGARTEN THROUGH GRJWE SIX 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
Frequency Group Mean 
Most 891 2o23 67o2 
__ ,_,Le .... a .... s .... t _____ . -~~-5._7..,._2, __ ~~~ __2_4.§___=·- 65ol ___ 
Cri.tioal B;at;io _J.J!;2fL.., P Level oOOl · 
'l'ABLE XXXIII 
COMPARISON OF PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP 
IN THE TWO GROUPS OF SCHOOLS 
49 
=======-=,-==w..~=====-= ........... ;:: __ .. =:=====.=.· -==== 





COMPARISON OF PARENT TEACHER ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP 
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